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Abstract

can be an ectopic focus or spiral wave, as often observed
in the left atrium [3]. Using the FHN model [4], it was
shown that the interaction can yield three different types
of fibrillation-like patterns that occur in distinct regions of
the fpace − fpert plane.
For the BO model [5] adapted to atrial electrophysiology
(aBO) [6], only one type of irregular pattern was observed
and this with reduced strength compared to the FHN model
[7]. Different from the FHN model, restitution properties
of the aBO model inhibit a reduction of excitability due to
high-frequency pacing. In order to see whether a reduction
of the excitability can have similar effects in the BO model,
we here study the interaction of pacemaker waves in the
aBO model with parameters yielding a reduced excitability
(aBO-re variant).

As possible cause for atrial fibrillation (AF) we study
the influence of a reduced excitability on the interaction
of pacemaker waves in the Bueno-Orovio model with parameters adapted to atrial electrophysiology (aBO). One
of the two pacemakers represents the sinus node and the
other one a self-excitatory source in the left atrium. The
pacemakers are spatially separated and their waves get in
contact via a small bridge. In previous studies based on the
FitzHugh-Nagumo (FHN) model it was shown that three
different types of irregular activation patterns can occur
in this problem. In the aBO model adapted to physiological conditions only one type is observed because, different from the FHN model, a reduction of excitability due to
high-frequency pacing does not occur. If the excitability is
reduced in the aBO model, all types of irregularities are recovered and, in addition, a further type is found. Because
transitions from regular to irregular behavior depend on
the pacing frequency, our findings provide a possible explanation for the phenomenon of paroxysmal AF.

1.

2.

Model

The Bueno-Orovio model [5] describes action potential
(AP) generation and propagation in ventricular tissue without including detailed microscopic dynamics of ion channels, pumps and exchangers. The basic evolution equation
for the membrane voltage equivalent u is

Introduction

∂t u = D∇2 u − (Jfi + Jso + Jsi + Jextern ) , (1)
Atrial fibrillation (AF) is a cardiac disease with irregular and fast activation of the atria [1]. This can lead
to symptoms like palpitations, chest discomfort and lightheadedness. Additionally, AF can lead to the formation of
blood clots due to incomplete atrial contraction. AF normally starts with short, self-terminating periods and progresses to longer and more frequent episodes due to electrical and structural remodeling of the atrial tissue. Recently,
some of us suggested [2] that a possible reason for paroxysmal AF lies in an interaction of waves emanating from
two pacemakers, where the primary one with frequency
fpace represents the sinus node in the right atrium, and
the secondary one with perturbation frequency fpert represents a self-excitatory source in the left atrium. The latter
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where Jfi is the fast inward current, Jsi the slow inward
current, Jso the slow outward current and Jextern an external stimulus. These currents are controlled by three gating
variables s, v, and w, which follow relaxation equations of
Hodgkin-Huxley type. The gating variable v controls the
fast inward current Jfi , whereas the slow outward current
Jso depends on u only. The slow inward current Jsi is governed by two gating variables, namely w for the restitution
behavior and s for the spike-and-dome morphology of the
action potential. The complete equations of the BO model
are given in Ref. [5], and parameters for application to the
atria (aBO model) were determined in Ref. [5], such that
the AP, conduction velocity (CV) and restitution curves re-
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semble that of the Courtemanche model [8]. For the aBOre variant the relaxation time τfi of Jfi is increased from
0.045 to 0.062. This does not change AP shape or CV but
the maximal pacing frequency is reduced from 3.03 Hz in
the aBO model to 2.7 Hz in aBO-re variant. For pacing frequencies larger than this frequency, waves propagate only
at every second pulse.
Calculations are carried out for a simulation geometry
of size 21 × 10 (length unit is 1 cm) as shown fig. 1. The
simulation area is divided into three regions: the rectangular region L with 0 ≤ x ≤ 10, 0 ≤ y ≤ 10 representing
the left atrium, the rectangular region R with 11 ≤ x ≤ 21,
0 ≤ y ≤ 10, representing the right atrium, and the small
bridge B with 10 < x < 11, 4 < y < 6 representing the
fast conducting pathways (e.g. Bachmann’s bundle) between the electrically isolated atria. No-flux conditions are
applied to all boundaries in fig. 1. The primary pacemaker
10

by the analytic signal approach, detailed in Ref. [2]. For
regular excitation patterns with one frequency, Φ is close to
one, while irregular activation patterns, showing reentrant
waves, wave fragments or wave breaks, lead to Φ values
smaller than one.

3.

As mentioned above, the interaction of pacemaker
waves can give rise to different types of irregular patterns
dependent on fpace and fpert . Type I refers to the detachment of primary waves from the lower right boundary of
the bridge. Subsequent curling of the resulting open end
of the wavefront and interaction with the secondary waves
leads to irregular patterns. Without reduction of excitability, this type of irregularity occurs only in the FHN model
and if fpace is larger than the critical frequency fcFHN ,
where waves detach from corners. In the aBO model, type
I is not observed, but in the aBO-re variant it appears, if
fpert < fpace (and fpace < fcBO , see below).
Type II is caused by the detachment of the secondary
waves from the corners at the right-hand side of the bridge.
A curling of the resulting wavefront ends occurs, which
can lead to two counterrotating spirals in region R. If
these are disturbed by the primary waves, irregular patterns arise. In the FHN model type II is observed for
fpert > fcFHN and fpace < fcFHN . It is always present
in the aBO-re variant as long as fpert < fcBO .
Type III occurs in both, the FHN and the aBO model, as
well as in the aBO-re variant for fpert > fpace . In this case
secondary waves expel the primary ones, pass the bridge
and become circular wavefronts in region R. The primary
waves generated at the lower part of region R can partially
penetrate into the space between the circular wavefronts.
As a consequence wave fragments are build in a small area
close to the lower boundary in region R.
Type IV irregularity occurs in the aBO-re variant for
fpert exceeding a critical frequency fcBO , where conduction of the secondary waves is partially blocked at the
bridge. The subsequent secondary wave can pass the
bridge normally and form a circular wavefront in region
R, corresponding to a ”regular 2:1 block”. However, it is
also possible that the subsequent secondary wave following a block is strongly disturbed and appears as a small
wave fragment in region R. If a fragment appears, the behavior of the following secondary waves is not predictable.
Further wave fragments can be generated in region R or the
secondary waves can get blocked again.
The wave fragments appearing in region R either dissipate or grow. In the latter case the ends of the wavefront
become curled and, because of perturbation with the primary waves, irregular patterns with stable reentry or wave
breaks evolve. A typical example for a growing wave
fragment is shown in fig. 2 for fpace = 3.03 Hz and
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Figure 1. Sketch of the simulation area with the two pacemakers.
generates waves in the stripe 11 ≤ x ≤ 21, y ≤ 0.02 by
application of an external current with amplitude 0.01 A,
duration 50 ms, and frequency fpace . The secondary waves
are generated by application of an external current with
amplitude 0.01 A, duration 50 ms, and frequency fpert in
the stripe x ≤ 0.02, 0 ≤ y ≤ 10. For solving the set of differential equations the cardiac simulation tool acCELLerate [9] was used with time step of 5 µs and 2100 × 1000
voxels having a resolution of 0.01 cm.
Irregularity of the patterns is quantified by an order parameter
Ng

X
2
Φ=
hexp[i(∆ϕjk (t)]it ,
Ng (Ng − 1)

Results

(2)

j>k

for phase coherence [10] in region R. Here, Ng is the number of grid points in R, ∆ϕjk (t) = ϕj (t) − ϕk (t) is the
time-dependent phase difference, and h. . .it denotes a time
average. The phase ϕj at point j is calculated from uj (t)
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Figure 3. Occurrence of different types of irregularities in
the fpace − fpert plane for the aBO-re variant.
of type I, II and III. Detachment and irregularities of type
I and II are observed for all frequencies smaller than fcBO
and fpace > fpert . Because their strength, quantified by
Φ, is small, we consider them as nearly regular here.
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Figure 2. Time evolution of transmembrane voltage for
fpace = 3.03 Hz and fpert = 2.5 Hz in the aBO-re variant.
Red color represents the excited state, yellow the excitable
or refractive state. Numbers above graphs give the time
instant in seconds.
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fpert = 2.5 Hz. At time t = 12.775 s, the initial pattern is displayed. At t = 12.875 s the open ends of the
wavefront are curled and a primary wave is generated, as
it can be seen from the thin stripe appearing at the lower
boundary of region R. The left part of the primary wave
can not propagate because the preceding wave fragment
has brought the tissue near the bridge into the refractory
state. The primary wave disturbs the propagation of the
lower end of the curled secondary wavefront (t = 12.95
s). This perturbation yields the dissipation of the lower
part of the curled wavefront (t = 13.05 s). Around the
same time another secondary wave passes the bridge. Together with the upper end of the curled wavefront a stable
reentrant pattern is formed (t = 13.2 and 13.32 s).
Figure 3 shows, for the aBO-re variant, the occurrence
of the different types of irregularities in the fpace − fpert
plane. If fcBO > fpert > fpace and fpert is not a multiple
of fpace , irregular patterns are formed that are a mixture
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Figure 4. Phase coherence parameter Φ in dependence
of fpert calculated in regions y > 4 (upper part) and
y < 4 (lower part) for fpace = 0.83 Hz (black solid line),
1 Hz (red dashed line), 1.25 Hz (blue dotted line), 1.67
Hz (green dash-dotted line), and 2.5 Hz (orange dot-dotdashed line). The upper panels show the results for the
aBO model and the lower panels for the aBO-re variant.
The parameter Φ is shown in fig. 4 as function of fpert
for various values of fpace , both the aBO model (upper two
panels) and the aBO-re variant (lower two panels). For
fpert < fpace , Φ is close to one, indicating regular patterns, although detachment occurs in the aBO-re variant in
this frequency range. If fpert > fpace and both frequencies
are smaller than fcBO (black, red and blue curve), Φ decreases slightly with rising fpert in the aBO model and the
aBO-re variant. This decrease is caused by the occurrence
of type III irregularity. If fpert > fcBO and fpace < fcBO ,
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a strong decrease of Φ is seen for the aBO-re variant due
to type IV irregularity. For fpace > fcBO (orange dot-dotdashed curve), Φ is unaffected by changes in fpert , because
the primary waves expel the secondary waves and generate
irregular patterns in region L.

4.

MA 1636/8-1).
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